BUNGALOW BEHAVIOR CONTRACT
We are committed to being a haven from life’s stressors, anxiety, and a plethora of other
human struggles. Hopefully you’ll experience the way our staff is committed to this goal
during your visit. In order to accomplish this goal, it is imperative we have mutually
agreed upon expectations. Although we want your group to have an incredible time, The
Cove is not South Padre or Las Vegas and ask you and your group to respect the
guidelines laid out below:

No over-sexualized dancing

We want the venue to be a comfortable place for all of our guests and we feel that
glorifying body image can create an environment that takes away from other
peoples’ experiences. Although we do encourage dancing, we ask that you and
your guests refrain from twerking, grinding, @$$ clapping, lap dances, excessive
thrusting of the pelvis & the like while in our establishment.

No laying down with your eyes closed

We are an establishment that serves alcohol, so it is therefore against TABC
regulations for someone to be resting with their eyes closed.

No waterfalling from bottles or taking glass near the water

Our Vibe Protectors’ top priority is your safety. Whenever you are consuming
alcohol this way, it is hard to measure sobriety and it promotes overconsumption.
We want you to have fun but safely!

Everyone in your Bungalow must be stamped and have a wristband

We want to make sure that only people from your event are in your space. We
don’t want someone crashing your party and killing your vibe!

No jumping into the water

The water is not deep enough for people to jump in without potential for injury. On
top of that, there is nothing worse than getting chlorine in your beverage because
someone jumped in!

If any member of your group refuses to respect these guidelines, it will result in the
removal from the venue without a refund. Our intentions are not to be jerks with strict
rules. Over the years we have learned what behaviors create the most problems and
interrupt the Good Vibe of the venue. We love you guys, and want to protect the vibe for
all of our guests. We are excited to have you and if you need ANYTHING or have ANY
concerns please talk with our Vibe Protectors (aka Security) or Managers.
Much Love,
Your Cove Team

